Exploring the Yukon River

The Yukon River is one of the most beautiful rivers in North America, especially the 650-mile
portion from the headwater lakes in British Columbia down to Dawson City. This is also an
historic section of the river because of the Klondike gold rush of 1897-99 and the 50-year
steamboat era that followed. Archie Satterfield has traveled this stretch of wild river several
times and has written extensively about the river and the gold rush in other books, particularly
Chilkoot Pass, and numerous magazine articles. Illustrated with historic and modern photos,
plus sketch maps to guide travelers along this beautiful and historic waterway.
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Territory has been described as a life -changing. During the Klondike Gold Rush the Yukon
River was one of the principal means of Visit Canoe Kayak Rentals & Tours page to book a
trip to explore the Yukon . Many tried and failed to cross the canyon, or navigate their
supply-filled boats through the rushing whitewater of the Yukon River. While a rail system
allowed.
Yukon River tours with the Alaska Collection. 20 years of experience planning vacations to
the Arctic. Plan a perfect trip with Alaska experts!. Independent producer Jake Warga visits
Whitehorse, Canada, and goes up the Yukon River. He explores the places that inspired poet
Robert.
The historic Silver Trail offers an off-the-beaten-track experience in a landscape of placid
lakes, rivers and mountain ranges. Though it never achieved. Exploring a mile stretch of
Canada's Yukon River on a stand-up paddle board is by turns scary and stunning. This book
contains travel and planning tips and include suggestions and advice on fishing and camping in
the Yukon Wilderness.
More Info Regular price: CDN$ Our price: CDN$ , Exploring the Upper Yukon River / Part 1Whitehorse to Carmacks. Mercurial yet glorious, the Yukon River offers those who wish to
explore its 1, miles an experience to remember. Unlike my skills with a. Adventurer Richard
Harpham canoed the Yukon River along the old propectors route in Alaska. Author Peter
Marchand's descriptions of life along the Yukon are filled with the intricate connections that
bind all forms of life to one another.
While sparsely populated, the wild territory of northwest Canada â€“ known as the Yukon â€“
is an adventurers' paradise. From watching the.
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